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Westney Road Denominational Graveyard
It has been known for some years that plans to build a
second runway at Auckland International Airport in
Mangere would affect the location of the Westney Road
Methodist Church and associated Denominational
Graveyard on the corner of Ihumatao Road and George
Bolt Drive (formerly Westney Road) (Figure 1). Although
not within the runway route, the land would be at the end
of the runway and therefore could not contain buildings
or have a use other than aviation-related. Discussions with
the local community and descendants on the fate of the
burials and the church have taken place over a number of
years, culminating in 2006 with the removal of the burials,
and, following the wishes of descendants, reburial in either
the Mangere Lawn Cemetery or elsewhere.
The church is identified as R11/2348 in the New
Zealand Archaeological Association site recording file, the

national database of archaeological sites, and the adjacent
graveyard is R11/2334. The church is identified as No. 83
in the Manukau Operative District Plan 2002 Schedule 6A
of scheduled buildings. However it is noted in Schedule
6A that relocation of the building will occur. The church
was moved to Nixon Road, on the east side of George Bolt
Drive, in May 2007.
The Westney Road Wesleyan Methodist church was
built on Allotment 60 of the Parish of Manurewa, owned
by William Westney Snr. In June 1876 the 2 acre lot
(DP16213) encompassing the church and cemetery area
was sold by Westney to trustees for 10 shillings. The trustees were Thomas Allen, Robert Baddely, John Bycroft,
Robert Buttle, Richard Markham and William Westney
Jnr. This sale was probably to formally transfer title to
the Methodist Church via trustees (Deed 19D 153). Only

Figure 1. Location of Westney Road Methodist Church and Denominational Graveyard.

Figure 2. Westney Road
Methodist church prior
to 1900 showing Jane
Cooper’s (1862) grave surrounded by a picket fence,
and a now unmarked grave
(reproduced from Morley
1900).
William Westney Jnr is known to be associated with the
area. The certificate of title (528/126), issued in November
1930, listed 10 trustees, “farmers all of Mangere” under
“The Methodist Model Deed of New Zealand 1887.” Arthur
Westney, son of William Westney Jnr, was named as one of
the trustees in the certificate of title.
The church was built in 1856, and the first known
burial, Jane Cooper, was in July 1862. No burial records are
known to exist and a count of individuals from headstones
identified 65 burials with the last being in 1996 (Appendix
I). A total of 19 of those known burials dated from 1900 or
earlier and were therefore subject to the Historic Places Act
1993 (Table 1).
This graveyard has a close association with the existing church community. Even though some grassed plots
were without headstones, family members knew that these
contained burials. Other apparently vacant lots were more
problematic. For instance, the earliest photograph of the
church (Figure 2), shows two burials with fence enclosures.
From the rounded shape of the headstone, the burial closest to the church is likely to be that of Jane Cooper; the
other burial with the higher fence was recognised prior
to excavation as an unmarked grave. The extension to the
church is present so the photograph is confined to a period
after 1887 and before 1900.
All of the individuals buried in the graveyard were
Wesleyan Methodists and in many cases the individuals are related to others buried there. The majority of the
individuals were resident in the Tautauroa/Ihumatao or
Mangere areas at the time of their deaths, or were from
Onehunga. The connection of these latter individuals with
Ihumatao is unknown – this may have been the closest
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Wesleyan church at the time, or family connections may
have been the impetus for decisions on place of interment.
An archaeological assessment was carried out by
Russell Foster (2005). Because of concerns about the lack
of burial records from the Westney Methodist Church,
and an expectation that unmarked graves may be present
in open grassed spaces between identified graves, ground
penetrating radar (GPR) was used to establish whether
there were any disturbances or anomalies which might
represent unmarked graves. Anomalies were graded 1 to 9
according to their likelihood of being a suspected grave. In
the westernmost row five anomalies with a high likelihood
of being graves were identified and three grassed plots with
headstones, but without concrete surrounds, were also
confirmed as containing burials. In the easternmost row,
again nine grassed plots or plots without concrete covering were identified as having burials, multiple in some
cases, which was supported by headstone information.
Two further areas were highly likely to have burials, and
in two others there was a lesser confidence of burials being
present. Two other areas were considered to have anomalies but with a low likelihood of being burials (Foster 2005:
Figure 4).
An authority to modify (2006/02) was granted under
section 14 of the Historic Places Act 1993 by the New
Zealand Historic Places Trust and exhumations took
place in February 2006. Because of the sensitivity of the
exhumations with relatives still residing in the area, and
the degree of public and media interest, the New Zealand
Historic Places Trust took responsibility for the archaeological work. A protocol for archaeologists’ involvement
was developed depending on whether named individuals,
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or unknown burials, were being exhumed: only pre-1901
exhumations were to be observed and recorded, and information collected was to be confined to burial practices
including shape and decoration of coffin and coffin hardware, interment clothing and skeletal positioning. Burials
were to be removed by the sexton under archaeological
observation with, if possible, determination of sex from
skeletal remains to cross-check information provided
on the associated headstone. If a previously unknown
burial was encountered, archaeologists would have a more
involved role in excavating the skeletal material. Again
sex/age would be determined wherever possible to assist
in identification should further information on identity
become available in the future. While there was a request
to allow archaeologists to be present at the post-1901 exhumations in order to gather comparative information about
changes in coffin hardware and decoration, this was not
followed up due to the sensitivity of the subject and consideration for individuals still living in the local community.
While the protocol with respect to pre-1901 burials was
adhered to, it was adapted somewhat when it was found
that skeletal survival was poor.
The disinterment process was in accordance with conditions set out in the Ministry of Health Disinterment
License. A duty health protection officer was informed on
finding unmarked graves.
Generally contemporary information on pre-1900
burial practices in New Zealand is scant, mainly because

records weren’t kept on how people were buried, at what
depth, and on styles of coffin, etc. Involvement of archaeologists in the exhumations at the Withells Road cemetery
in Christchurch demonstrated that historic records and
gravestone information cannot be taken at face value, and
that a rigorous cross-checking of physical evidence and
records is necessary (Trotter and McCulloch 1989). This
particular cemetery was also Methodist and was used in
the 1870s and 80s. Four known burials were increased,
after excavation, to a total of 13. Unfortunately, little detail
of burial practices was reported from these exhumations.
Large scale exhumations at Symonds Street Cemetery in
Auckland, and Bolton St Cemetery in Wellington, were carried out without recording of burial practices. Apart from
an expectation that unmarked burials would be located at
Westney Road, the lack of information on burial practices,
types of coffin and funerary hardware was apparent. The
involvement of archaeologists therefore meant there was
an opportunity to collect information which might be of
use should further exhumations take place elsewhere, and
to deal with an important issue about which we know very
little.
Documentation on pre-1900 individuals buried in the
Westney Road graveyard was derived from information on
headstones. An ID number was assigned by Russell Foster
(2005) to a headstone (Table 1) (which might mark two or
more burials), starting in the westernmost row with numbering from south to north, and these numbers have been

ID no. Year

Name

8
21

Jane Cooper
Sarah Nichols
MaryAnn Westney
William Westney
Elizabeth Whitford
Henry Shillito
William Wallace
Richard Pascoe
Lucy Mitchell
Charlotte Beaver
Eliza Harsant
Edward Reginald Cumming
Mary Griffiths
James Wallace
Janet Wallace
Mary Whitford
Nora Sylvia Watkin
Isabella Watson
Walter Harsant
Ann Eliza Harsant

24
26
27
29
11
13
10
31
30
16
25
32
35
9

1862
1871
1877
1901
1885
1887
1890
1892
1892
1893
1893
1893
1894
1895
1900
1896
1896
1896
1897
1900

Associated individuals in the same
family plot

+ other (James Whitford? 1925)

+ Mary Pascoe 1905
+ Thomas Mitchell 1923
+ James Beaver 1923
+ Kate Bates 1939
+ other (John Griffiths? 1915)

Table 1. Pre-1900 burials plus later burials in the same plot.
Simon Best and Louise Furey, CFG Heritage Ltd.
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Figure 3. Plan of Westney Road Denominational Graveyard. The pre-1900 and
unknown graves are shown in red.
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retained. If other related individuals were buried later in
the same plot they are also identified in Table 1.
The graveyard
The burials are set out in three north-south oriented rows
with the earliest burial closest to the church in the eastern row (Figures 3–5). The majority of the pre-1900 burials
were in this row although there was no chronological basis
to the ordering of the plots. There were no pre-1900 burials
in the western row.
The graveyard was grassed and there were no paths. A
1949 aerial photograph (Whites Aviation 20320) shows a
picket fence separating the graveyard off from the space
in front of the church but this is no longer present. In the
1980s the eastern boundary of the graveyard was reduced
by up to 10 m to accommodate the widening of George
Bolt Drive. The earthworks did not affect any of the graves

and at the same time new picket fences were erected on
the George Bolt Drive frontage and also on Ihumatao
Road. Trees planted on the new eastern boundary include
Chinese poplar (Populus yunnanensis), karo (Pittosporum
sp.), monkey apple (Acmena sp.) and eucalypt. These trees
have no historic value. The 1949 aerial photograph also
shows there was a stand of pine or macrocarpa trees along
the northern boundary but these trees are no longer there,
and no evidence of them remains.
The majority of the burials had concrete edging, or slabs
of concrete covering the graves. Headstones were in a variety of styles, with some older graves having replacement
headstones in modern style (e.g., the Westney family). Iron
railings leaning against the picket fence, and holes in the
corners of concrete surrounds on several graves, indicated
some modifications had taken place. At the time of the
archaeological assessment several of the older headstones

Figure 4. Photograph of graveyard looking
north.

Figure 5. Photograph of graveyard looking
south.
Simon Best and Louise Furey, CFG Heritage Ltd.
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were broken and either lying horizontal in the grass (e.g.,
the Cooper headstone), or propped up against the plinth
from which they had been dislodged.
Site map
Prior to the start of the exhumation a plan of the church
grounds was drawn up (Figure 3). The survey for this was
carried out on 16 and 17 January, using a plane table and
alidade (distances by tape) to fi x the outlines of the concrete grave bases, with detail added from measured plans
of each grave. The original scale of the field drawing was
1:100.
Headstone inscriptions are given in Appendix I, and
photographs of all headstones in Appendix II. Members of
the New Zealand Society of Genealogists had previously
undertaken an inventory of the graveyard inscriptions and
this was checked against the inscriptions to ensure the
record was accurate.
The excavations
Exhumations were undertaken by staff of the Mangere
Lawn Cemetery under the direction of the sexton, Graeme
Cummins. These took place between 27 January and 17
February. All pre-1900 and previously unknown burials were excavated in the presence of archaeologists who
exposed the final outline of the coffin. These burials are
shown in Figure 3. Due to the unexpected occurrence of
some post- 1900 burials having been put in the same plots
as the earlier ones, these were exposed and recorded as the
pre-1900 burials; only after these had been lifted was it
clear that an earlier burial lay beneath.
Methodology
The site was screened off from public view along the George
Bolt Memorial Drive boundary, and a 24 hour security
guard stationed inside the entrance from Ihumatao Road.
All headstones and grave surrounds were removed
prior to the start of the exhumations, and relocation of
burials was made from four datum pegs, two at each end
of the cemetery. The three rows of burials were taken out
from west to east, with each row started from the north
end. Soil was scraped off by machine until a grave outline
was exposed, then the grave and a bench on either side up
to about 500 mm wide was lowered until the top of the
coffin was encountered. If this had been identified as a pre1900 burial, or that of an unknown individual, then an
archaeological examination was carried out.
Excavation
The grave itself was excavated by hand, using standard
archaeological procedures, until the outline of the coffin
had been fully exposed. The grave and coffin were then
drawn and photographed, and the mid-points of the coffin
ends surveyed onto the site plan.
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The poor state of bone preservation in the acidic volcanic soil meant that in all but one case only fragments of
long bones and cranium were present, and no attempt was
made to expose any of the burials themselves. The coffins
had decayed into fragments, with few pieces of lid remaining, and what was left of the sides had in most cases suffered distortion from earth pressure. No attempt was made
to sieve the soil in the coffins, and few artefacts were either
seen or recovered: those that were consisted of nails and
fastenings and in one case a coin.
The presence/absence of bone, zinc lace decoration,
fabric/upholstery and any other items were recorded. One
handle from each coffin was retained as a possible aid
to determining the age and even the relationship of the
unknown burials. After recording was finished the soil
containing the coffin remains was removed by the sextons,
using a machine with a narrow bucket (c. 400 mm), and
deposited into a modern coffin placed by the grave side.
Any wood fragments remaining in the grave were also
placed in the new coffin.
All items retained from the graves for analysis will
be returned for burial with the individual graves in the
Mangere Lawn Cemetery. No human bone was retained
and no forensic examination was made on-site.
Results
In addition to the 20 known burials identified by headstone, nine further burials were found during exhumation.
Two, James Whitford (1925) and John Griffiths (1915) had
no headstones but death certificates identified the graveyard as the place of internment. Two other unmarked burials are assumed to be related to the family contained in the
same or adjacent plot but their names are unknown. There
are five unknown individuals present. Twenty-seven burials were recorded in detail, and single handles retrieved
from three others that were the lower of a double burial
and had thus been disturbed with loss of all dimensions.
A fourth single handle was retained from a 1947 burial for
comparison. All handles have been returned to Mangere
Lawn cemetery for re-interment.
The burials
As is often the case in the exhumation of early colonial
burials, in New Zealand at least, more individuals were
found than either the gravestones or research had identified (e.g., Bolton Street and Symonds Street cemeteries in
Wellington and Auckland). At Westney Road these were
either in unmarked graves (Unknown (UK) 1–5) or additional individuals in family burial plots (29c, 31c). The
unexpected burials within family plots tended to throw
doubt on the attribution of identity to known individuals
in these plots. In other family graves, although the right
number of burials were encountered, the individuals could
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Name

No.

Age

Date

Grave shape

Jane Cooper
8
63
1862
Hexagonal
Sarah Nichols
21a?
61
1871
Rectangular
MaryAnn Westney
21b?
28
1877
Hexagonal
Elizabeth Whitford 24
69
1885
Rectangular
Henry Shillito
26
59
1887
Rectangular
William Wallace
27
24
1890
Rectangular
Lucy Mitchell
11
51
1892
Hexagonal
Richard Pascoe
29b?
73
1892
?
Charlotte Beaver
13
60
1893
Hexagonal
Eliza Harsant
10a
44
1893
Hexagonal
Edward Cumming
30
2
1893
Hexagonal
Mary Griffiths
31a
62
1894
Hexagonal
James Wallace
16a
71
1895
Hexagonal
Isabella Watson
35
67
1896
Hexagonal
Nora S. Watkin
32
21
1896
Hexagonal
Mary Whitford
25
60
1896
Hexagonal
Walter Harsant
9
86
1897
Hexagonal
William Westney
21c
76
1900
Hexagonal
Janet Wallace
16b
71
1900
Hexagonal
1b-2
1d, 1a Yes
Mary Pascoe
29a?
82
1905
Hexagonal
John Griffiths
31b?
69
1915
Hexagonal
James Whitford
22?
84
1925
Hexagonal
Kate Bates
10b?
89
1939
?
John Rishworth
34
70
1947
?
Pascoe?
29c
?
?
Hexagonal
Griffiths?
31c
?
?
?
Unknown 1
UK 1 ?
Hexagonal
Unknown 2
UK 2 **
Rectangular
Unknown 3
UK 3 **
Rectangular
Unknown 4
UK 4 **
Rectangular
Unknown 5
UK 5 **
Rectangular
* = continuous bar attachment and backing for same
** = juvenile

Depth (cm)

Handle type

135
165
145
150
130
150
160

2a
2b
2b
1a-1
2c
1a-2
1a-1
2c
1c
1c
1e
1b-1
1b-1
1b-2*
1d
1b-2*
3a
1d
1b-1

160
150
125
175
180
180
180
160
150
160
145
130
155
155

c.140
146
160
60
?
170

4a
3b
2c
3c
4b
1c
1b-2
1b-2
2a
?
?
?

Holder type Zinc lace

1a
1a
1b
1b*
1b
1c
1b*
1c
1b*
1e
1b*
1b

1d*
1b
1a

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
?
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
?
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes
?
?
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Table 2. Data on excavated burials.
not be securely identified. Two of the three Westney family
burials (21a & b) are an example (see below).
The relevant data on excavated burials is shown in
chronological order in Table 2, and is discussed below.
Grave shape
The graves and coffins are shown in Figure 6 and Figure
7, which are again arranged from oldest to youngest, with
unknowns as a separate block. There is a tendency for the
earliest adult graves to be rectangular (some of the very
small juveniles may possibly have been buried in boxes),
although this could merely have been the preference of the
grave digger at the time.

Simon Best and Louise Furey, CFG Heritage Ltd.

Coffins
The coffin shapes have not been analysed in detail, due to
the deformation mentioned above. All however are the
hexagonal “pinchfoot” type, with some narrower at the
bottom than at the top, for example Mary Griffiths (Burial
31a) and the Pascoe Unidentified (Burial 29c). Wood from
two of the coffins (UK 5 and Burial 25) was identified
as kauri. The coffin boards had usually shrunk in thickness and collapsed, however a few pieces were still solid,
and one of these was measured at 23 mm thick (possibly
shrunk from the full inch, 25 mm). One coffin (Burial 16b)
appeared to have had tarred joins, and the same coffin may
have had an inner zinc lining although this is not certain.
A number of nails were found, mostly too rusted for
identification, although at least one was probably hand
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Figure 6. Grave and coffin
shapes from burials 1862–
1896 in chronological order.

Figure 7. Grave and coffin
shapes from burials 1896–
1900 in chronological order.
made with a rectangular cross-section. Some nails had
traces of wood along the shank showing that they had gone
through two planks with the grain at right angles to each
other: these are likely to have come from the ends of the
coffin, where the sides had been fastened to the end boards.
One coffin (Burial 9) may have had veneer on the lid.

most graves were about six feet (1.8 m) deep. Exceptions
to the standard depth measurements are those of children,
although two that have been classed as such are of similar
depth to adults. The coffin lengths of these two burials are
1.35 m (UK 2) and 1.50 m (UK 5): the latter possibly a very
small adult.

Coffin depth

Coffin hardware
Handles

This was measured at the depth that the coffin appeared,
and although some shrinkage through wood decay was
probably present, this was considered better than trying
to find the base of the grave after removal of the burial by
machine. Allowing for a coffin depth of about 350 mm
8

The main items recovered were coffin handles. One was
retained from each coffin, with duplicates from two. These
were usually heavily encrusted with rust, with neither the
handle shape nor its decoration visible. All adult-sized cofWestney Road Denominational Graveyard

fins appeared to have eight handles, three along each side
and one at each end. The analysis of these follows below.
Zinc lace
Also observed were bands or traces of zinc lace around
the edges of the coffin lid and occasionally down the end
joins (Figure 8). Zinc lace was a decorative method of covering coffin joints and of protecting the fabric with which
the coffin may have been covered. The preservation of the
zinc lace was variable, ranging from good (Burial 9) to
mere traces in other burials. Fabric, in these cases apparently linen, was placed over the outside of plain wood caskets as an easier way to provide a good finish than dressing
and polishing the wood itself (G. Shapland pers comm.).
These early coffins, on the basis of the two samples taken,
were probably made of kauri, a soft wood which is difficult
to bring to a smooth polished finish.
Six examples of zinc lace pattern were large enough for
some aspects of the decoration to be identified. No samples
were taken. Motifs included a ‘sunburst’ (Figure 8c) (Burials
16b, 24, UK 2: in at least one case in two rows with a dividing line), a diamond lattice (Figure 8a) (Burials 8, UK 4),
and a decoration with circle motifs (Figure 8b) (Burial 9).
Also in the UK 2 lace, and running down the middle of the
strip, was a double row of small domes (Figure 8d). These
probably represent rows of pins that were used to fasten
fabric to the coffin, and the decoration is probably the type
referred to as “nail lace” (Reeve and Adams 1993: 86).
In at least one case (Burial 11) zinc lace covered the
entire coffin lid, backed by a fairly coarse-weave cloth with
a design in black and orange. It is not clear whether the
design is on the cloth or whether it is a result of staining
from the lace, however the latter seems unlikely as the
sharp edges of the black motifs are distinct and clearly
defined (Figure 8e).
Two burials had the remains of a possible breastplate
or plaque in the form of a piece of zinc plate on the coffin
lid just below the shoulder. Part of the outline of a heartshaped or shield-shaped design, backed by a fairly coarse
cloth, and with a blue-black outline band, was found with
Burial UK 5. Iron staining from a nail can be seen at the
base point. Across the top are dark blue letters (illegible)
in a copperplate style, on both the wood of the coffin and
on the fabric, but under the zinc. These could be from one
of the old-type wax carpenters pencils, written on the top
of the coffin and subsequently staining the fabric, or written on the fabric and surviving on the wood below after
this has decayed. There may also be more letters c. 100 mm
further up the wood towards the head end. The writing
was not noticed at the time of the excavations and was only
observed later on a photograph.
The other example of possible breastplate was found
with Burial 9, and consisted of an amorphous piece of zinc
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(but possibly square or rectangular originally) in the same
location on the lid. These items, if correctly identified,
would have held details such as the individual’s name, age
and date of death.
Fastenings
Nails for the construction of the coffin have been mentioned. Tacks for fastening the fabric to the lid of the coffin
were recorded; those on Burial 9 being brass or copper
tacks with 3 mm domed heads. Other coffi n fastenings are
screws or nails to fi x the lid to the sides, or handles for
opening the lid, and stamped metal escutcheon plates for
these. No coffin screws were found or recognized, nor any
escutcheons. Decorative pressed copper studs for covering
the screw or nail heads were recorded for one burial (16b)
and two were retained. These are four-lobed with a square
facetted head, and the two sizes suggest the larger are for
screws and the smaller for nails (Figure 9).
Part of an oval piece of wood with a centre screw was
found with burial UK 5 (Figure 9). This had been hollowed
by decay, and possibly owed its rounded contour to the
same process. However it appeared too thick for a piece
of coffin lid, and it may have functioned as a lid handle or
cap-lifter. Stylised wood dowels are reported as part of a
more elaborate type of coffin lid handle (Kogon and Mayer
1995:135 & Fig. 12a) and this item may have been a simpler
kind.
Handle sets
All pre-1900 handles retrieved were heavily encrusted
with rust, so much so that in most cases neither the shape
nor decoration could be determined on site (Figure 10).
These were cleaned with a high speed rotary tool (Dremel:
10,000 to 37,000 rpm), with four attachments for different
stages of the work: a cutter, masonry bit, diamond wheel
point and carbide steel brush.
All but two of the 27 handles recovered were the swing
type, with pins or lugs fitting into backplates, which consisted either of central holders (for inward-facing pins or a
continuous bar) or eye bolts/wire loops protruding from
the coffin (for mainly outward-facing pins). These handles could apparently move through 180º, and have been
identified as decorative only (G. Shapland pers. comm.),
although this may not be strictly correct (see below). All
were cast, and while most were iron at least one backplate
was a lighter and softer material.
The remaining two handles were from later burials; one
a drop bar type and the other probably an earlier version
of the same item.
The handles have thus been divided into two categories, swing and bar, and further divided into types based
on shape and decoration.
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a

b

c

d

e
Figure 8. Coffin decoration. Zinc lace: a, Jane Cooper; b, Dr Wm Harsant (scale = 100 mm); c, Elizabeth Whitford; d, UK 2.
Possible printed cloth: e, Lucy Mitchell.
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Figure 9. Coffin fastenings: left, copper studs; right, screw. Scale = 50 mm.

Figure 10. Example of handle prior to cleaning. Scale = 50 mm.
Type 1
‘Heart-shaped’ swing handles with inward-facing pins
(Figure 11), and in two cases a continuous bar, which fit
into a backplate at top centre of the assembly. The latter is
fastened to the coffin by either a central screw or, in the case
of the bar, two screws; one above and the other below.
The handle and holder would have come as a set,
although the backplates are often interchangeable. A backplate with a central screw however, which would accommodate a two-pin handle, would not fit over a continuous
bar handle, although the reverse combination does work
and is present in the assemblage. It is difficult to determine
whether there is a single correct handle/holder combination, since the decoration on the two is always different.
Minor variations in design are thought to indicate different manufacturers (G. Shapland pers. comm.) although
they might also change through time within one firm.
In the examples recovered there are three instances of
exactly the same type of handle being in more than one

Simon Best and Louise Furey, CFG Heritage Ltd.

burial: one type (1c) is in three burials and the other types
(1a–2, 1b–2) in two. Type 1c occurs in burials of the same
year (Burials 10a and 13, dating to 1893), type 1a–2 in burials 10 years apart (Burials 16b, dating to1900, and 27, dating
to 1890), while type 1b–2 occurs in two from the same year
and the other is an undated burial (Burials 25: 1896, 35:
1896, and 31c :nd). One burial with a type 1a–2 (Burial 16b)
also had another handle type, perhaps indicting the use of
old stock. The other pair has the only examples of continuous pin/bar handles found on the site.
These cases might indicate that there was a single correct handle/holder association but that this was not adhered
to most of the time. Definite mismatches were identified
in a number of instances. In three examples backplates
designed for a continuous bar handle occur with pin handles, and two other examples have backplates which appear
to be either too large (Burial 32) or to be made of a different
metal, lighter and softer than the standard cast iron, and
probably containing zinc (Burial 10a).
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Figure 11. Swing handles, Type 1: a, Type 1a–1, Elizabeth Whitford; b, Type 1a–2, William Wallace; c, Type 1b–1,
James Wallace; d, Type 1b–2, Mary Whitford; e, Type 1c, Charlotte Beaver; f, Type 1d, Nora Watkin; g, Type 1e,
Edward Cumming. Scale = 50 mm.
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Handle

Holder

Swing handles
Type 1: ‘Heart-shape’ (inward pins/bar)
1a-1: Ridge and star
1a-2: Dots and star
1b-1: Leaves and ‘clover’ (stippled)
1b-2: Leaves and “IHS”
1c: Ridge and petals

1a: Cross
1b: Star
1c: Clover
1d: Oval
1e: Star points
& floral

1d: ?Vine & flowers
1e: ?floral
Type 2: ‘Drawer-pull’ shape (outward pins)
2a: Plain
2b: Flat and decorated
2c: Kinked and decorated
Type 3: Unique items
3a: Decorated
3b: Complex shape
3c: Decorated (backplate only)
Bar handles
Type 4: Drop-bar
4a: spiral-grooved handle
4b: Plain
Table 3. Handle and holder types

In only two instances were more than one handle set
taken from a coffin. Two were taken from each of Burials 9
and 16b: the former were identical, but the two from 16b, as
mentioned above, were different both in handle and holder.
Examples of mismatched handles on coffins are known
elsewhere, and have been attributed to the use of old stock
or “lack of availability of certain stylistic sets” (Kogon and
Mayer 1995: 156). The handles were rusted to such a degree
that it was usually impossible to identify the shape or decoration in the field, and it may be that mismatches on the
Westney Cemetery coffins were common but not picked up
from on-site examination of the corroded items.
The main motifs in the decoration, those on the backplate and the base of the handle, have, not unexpectedly, a
religious association—crosses, stars and, to a lesser extent,
flower-shaped outlines. A monogram symbol occurs on
four handles, consisting of the three letters “IHS.” There
are several interpretations of this:
In Greek, iota, epsilon and sigma were the first three
letters of the name Jesus. In Latin, these letters stand
for “in hoc signo (vinces)” which means “in this sign
(you will conquer)”. More modern times have seen
this come to represent “Jesus Hominum Salvator” or
“Jesus the Saviour of Men” (Waitakere City Council
2001: Appendix 2)
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It is clear that the initials are not the maker’s name but
stand for some religious saying. Two of the four handles of
this type occur with 1896 burials, the other two are from
undated graves.
Some evidence for chronology may be apparent in these
handle types and this is discussed below.
Type 2
‘Drawer-pull’ shaped, with outward facing pins, fitting
into eyes that screw into the coffin (Figure 12). The simple
undecorated handle (2a) occurs in only two burials; the
earliest (Burial 8) and an unknown child (Burial UK 2).
The flat and decorated examples also occur in only two
burials, those of mother and daughter Sarah Nichols and
Mary-Ann Westney, buried six years apart. The kinked
and decorated handles occur on three coffins; those of H.
Shillito (1887), Richard Pascoe (1892) and James Whitford
(1925), giving a time span of at least 38 years, which seems
a long time for a handle type to last without any changes.
Although the identification of James Whitford is provisional given that there was no headstone, the close proximity of the coffin to the grave of his second wife (who outlived him by 34 years) does makes this likely. The handle
may just have been old stock, or even re-used. It was also
practice, in Britain anyway, for the wholesaler of handles
and other items of coffin furnishings to sometimes provide
sets containing a mix of old and new designs as a means of
getting rid of old stock (Reeve and Adams 1993: 77).
Type 3
Unique examples (Figure 13)
The handles with the William Harsant coffin (3a) are
flat and wide, with overall decoration. Fastening was probably by a bar passing the length of the handle. This had
“PATENT 11216” on the reverse.
The John Griffiths handle (3b), while of a functional
shape, would still have swung through 180º, and has been
classed as decorative only (G. Shapland pers. comm.). This
was fastened to the coffin by a wire or pin through the
wood and then secured on the inside.
A backplate only (3c) was recovered from the Kate
Bate’s coffin. The handle is of a functional shape, however
there is no evidence that it could not have swung through
180º, but see below.
Type 4
Bar type (Figure 14)
The John N. Rishworth handle (4a) from a 1947 burial is
a true drop-bar type, with the ends of the side bars shaped
to butt against a stop on the backplate before the handle
had reached the horizontal, enabling it to be used to carry
the coffin. The core of the handle is wood, covered with
zinc, and with decorative zinc caps on either end.
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Figure 12. Swing handles, Type 2: top, UK 2; middle, Nichols/
Westney; bottom, Henry Shillito. Scale = 50 mm.
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Figure 13. Swing handles, Type 3: top, Dr Harsant; middle,
John Griffiths; bottom, backplate, K. Bates. Scale = 50 mm.
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the Clive firm has been located. H & C have also not been
traced.
It would seem probable that the small variations in
Type 1 handle decoration and shape do not reflect different
firms but rather the range within one firm, possibly changing through time.
Grave items
Two items were found in the pre-1900 burials. One was
a halfpenny, lying on the north side of the head area in
Burial UK 1. This could have been a coin placed on one
of the individual’s eyes, or an offering for the afterlife (G.
Shapland pers comm.), possibly to pay the ferryman. The
coin was removed for cleaning to try and determine the
date and returned the next day for reburial. The coin’s date
was tentatively identified as 1876.
The other was a circle of wire 200 mm in diameter,
found 400 mm from the foot of the coffin and up against
the south side. This was probably a wreath base (Graham
Cummins pers. comm.).
Possible grave marker
One of the unmarked graves (burial UK 1) had a line of
bricks almost exactly over the coffin location. These were
19th century bricks; frog-marked examples from about the
1850s, and perforated wirecut bricks from a decade or so
later (Figure 15). They could have been old bricks re-used at
any time for any reason within the cemetery, but their position over the burial, which from its coffin handle may have
dated to the 1890s, suggests that they were associated.
Discussion
Figure 14. Bar handles, Type 4: top, Mary Pascoe (scale =
100 mm); bottom, John Rishworth (scale = 50 mm).
The other (4b) is from Mary Pascoe’s 1905 burial, and
may be an early version of what would eventually end up
as the handle described above. This is galvanised with
the side bars at right angles to the handle itself, which is
thicker with a spiral-groove to aid gripping. Th is was photographed on site and not retained, and it was not recorded
whether there were stops on the backplate. The side bars
however extend higher than the lugs, and the handle would
have been stopped before the horizontal by these encountering the backplate.

The excavations provided a sample of pre-1900 burials
from a small Methodist cemetery, and some information on burial practices from a time and a place with few
records.

Makers
Six and possibly seven handles have ‘CLIVE’ or ‘CLIVE
PATENT’ on the reverse. Five of these are Type 1 (a,b or c),
the other Type 2b. The three Type 2c handles all have ‘H &
C BIRM’ (Birmingham) on the back. Clive was apparently
a Birmingham funeral firm in the latter quarter of the 19th
century at least, and later, in the late 1950s, joined Ingalls
Industries (G. Shapland pers. comm.). No information on
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Figure 15. Bricks from grave surround, burial UK 1. Scale =
50 mm.
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had they been related to a family already represented in
the cemetery it might be expected that they would have
been hard up against the earlier plot, or the later burial of
a related adult placed nearby.
Although the handle sample is relatively small, there
appears to be a broad chronology in types, and a less
secure trend in the decoration within one type. Of the
seven drawer-pull type, six occur in 1892 or before, the
other in 1925. The latter is suspected of being old stock,
or just possibly a mis-identification of the burial itself. It is
interesting that the same makers name appears on this late
example as on the two identical ones over 30 years earlier,
and this perhaps provides more evidence that the handle
is out of place in the sequence. The swinging heart type is
present from 1885 to 1900, however the latter is the cut-off
date for archaeological involvement with the burials, save
for a number of later coffins occurring above earlier ones.
The drop-bar type, found only in those burials which were
encountered as described above, have an early version in
1905, and the more modern type in a 1947 burial.
The Type 1 handles have been described as decorative only, since to lift with them would have resulted in
the handle swinging up and pinning the hand against
the coffin side, but this may not be correct. The bearers
could have worn gloves, and walked a little way out from

The gravediggers often removed considerably more
dirt than was necessary. Today, especially in hard digging,
the grave is only slightly bigger than the coffin itself (G.
Shapland pers comm.). In some of the Westney graves more
than twice as much soil has been excavated than was necessary. James Whitford’s grave (22) is an example: excavation
of about 1.2 cubic metres of soil could have accommodated
the coffin, whereas about 2.6 cubic metres was actually
removed. Some of the graves such as Burials 11 and 31a
were a more appropriate size for the coffin. Although all
adult coffins were hexagonal, a few graves were still rectangular. There does not appear to be any trend through time
for more economic excavation. Perhaps graves were dug at
an hourly rate, or by inexperienced diggers.
Coffin lengths are shown in Figure 16. The most
common size was 1850 mm (6´ 1˝) while 15 of the 27 were
between 1800 mm and 1900 mm (5´ 11˝– 6´ 3˝). The smaller
and larger examples may have been custom-made. Four of
the five Unknown burials are babies or children. Coffin
lengths of these are 500 mm, 700 mm, 1400 mm and 1550
mm. The latter is just over five feet, so could possibly have
been an adult. Two-year old Edward Cumming’s coffin was
1150 mm long, which gives some indication of the probable ages of the three smallest Unknowns. Two (Burials
UK 4 and UK 5) were sited away from any other burial:
10
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Figure 16. Coffin lengths of pre-1900 burials.
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the coffin, thereby pulling the handle away from the side.
Two handles (Type 1a-2) on the coffins of William and
Janet Wallace, provide strong evidence that in fact Type
1 handles were functional. In this sub-type, on the handle
shoulders, are two lugs with bevelled ends which stand
higher than the top of the handle itself. These would have
encountered the backplate before the handle was horizontal, and enabled the coffin to be carried without any fear of
injury. That these should have been present on one of the
sub-types suggests that the remainder were used but with
some discomfort, and this was the first step towards the
later drop-handles.
Unfortunately this prototype was not infallible, and
one of the examples has failed, with the handle pulling
through the stop and ending up inside out and flat against
the coffin side. If this occurred en route to the grave one
can imagine a set of skinned knuckles and some muffled
curses, but it could also have happened when the coffin was
lowered into the grave, the handle catching on the side of
the trench and possibly pulling the backplate away from
the coffin far enough to allow the lugs to slip past, and the
handle to flip up.
There are indications of a finer chronology within the
Type 1 handles themselves; in the main motif at the base of
the handle. Stars (1a-1 and 1a-2) are early but also occur 10
years later on the Janet Wallace coffin. Petals (1c) are next,
then the clover motif and the IHS monogram.
Some of the unknown or unidentified burials can be
provisionally dated by similarity of handle decoration.
The unidentified burial in the Griffiths plot is identical,
both in handle and backplate, to those in two 1896 burials, and is very probably from about that time. This individual was buried alongside Mary Griffiths who died in
1894. No information on the coffin or grave was obtained,
save for the one handle. It is possible, since John Griffiths
(1915) was buried on top of this unidentified individual,
that this is actually Mary, and the other to the south is the
unknown. At any rate, a probable member of the family
appears to have been buried within a few years of Mary
Griffiths. The only known possible individual is Mary and
John’s daughter Elizabeth: however she died in 1918 and
it is not known where she was buried (S. Gemmell pers.
comm.).
The unidentified burial in the Pascoe plot has handles
identical to those from two 1893 interments. Since this
burial is within the Pascoe plot and alongside Richard
Pascoe, who died in 1892, it again seems likely that it is
of a family member. The coffin, at 1.7 metres in length, is
one of the smallest of the pre-1900 burials, saving the obvious juveniles, and probably indicates either a teenager or
a woman—mother, sister, child. The only known relative
who can not be ruled out is Mary Ann Pascoe, a daughter,
of whose death no details have been found (S. Gemmell
pers comm.).
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There is one instance of a unique handle type (2b)
occurring only in the burials of related individuals who
died some years apart. These are mother and daughter,
Sarah Nichols and MaryAnn Westney, who died in 1871
and 1877 respectively. It is possible that in some cases
similar coffin hardware was deliberately pre-selected, perhaps as a symbol of bonding after death. However there
is another example in William Wallace (1890) and Janet
Wallace (1900), related by marriage. The latter handles
were however sub-types and the similarity more likely to
have occurred by chance.
Two unknown children (one a baby) occur just north
of Mary Whitford’s grave. Apparently James and Mary did
not have children (in fact James emerged childless from
his three marriages), and if these burials are related then
they may be from another branch of the family, possibly
the Geach or Brewers (S. Gemmell pers. comm.), or they
were unregistered deaths.
The one unknown adult (burial UK 1) has the same
handle type as the 1896 burials, and probably dates to
about that time.
Also, although what it means is not clear, that in both
cases where two burials in the same year have identical
handles, there was another burial in the same year between
the dates of the first two that had different handles.
Status, as reflected in the coffin and its hardware, was
possibly present in one of the pre-1900 burials. This was
that of Dr Walter Harsant, which had a number of unusual
features. The first was the apparent presence of a veneer
on the coffin lid, the only instance where this was recognised. Brass/copper-headed upholstery tacks were also
not recorded for any other coffin. The description of an
1874 funeral in Canterbury, of a young stonecarver/artist,
described the coffin as “covered with black cloth, richly
nailed etc.” (Christchurch Press 1874). The breastplate was
one of only two found. The handles were unique and ornamental, and also quite large. Medical doctors were pillars
of the community then even more than now, and Harsant’s
relative importance could well have been advertised in his
funerary hardware.
The number of handles on a coffin seems to have
changed as six is now the preferred quota, except where
a very large individual is concerned, where extra handles
may be fitted. Eight were still apparently being fitted in
England at the start of World War II, as when an unsuccessful attempt to ban metal attachments on coffins was
attempted, presumably in the interest of saving metal for
the war effort, it was advised that four would be acceptable
(Turner 1961: 152).
As part of the initial archaeological assessment by
Russell Foster and Associates (2005) a ground penetrating
radar survey was carried out in the cemetery. In the area of
the pre-1900 burials 23 anomalies were found, with 18 of
these regarded as likely to be graves. All but one of the latter
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were confirmed as such by excavation, the only exception
being a small anomaly just south of Burial 28, identified at
the time as a possible infant burial. The children’s burials
that were found produced a reading similar to adult graves,
and this much smaller anomaly must have related to some
other unknown disturbance or feature. All five unknown
burials were correctly located, as was the unidentified
individual in the Pascoe plot. Two burials were missed:
James Whitford and Janet Wallace, both probably due to
their proximity to nearby concrete grave slabs. The survey
also failed to identify superimposed burials—not surprising given that the coffins had collapsed into one another.
Use of the GPR was extremely successful, and would
have been more so had it been carried out after the gravestones had been removed, by which time, however, its predictive value would have been lessened by the fact that the
whole area was going to be excavated anyway.
Burial Information and community relationships
As part of the process of relocation, a genealogist was
engaged by the Methodist Church to establish family connections and nominate closest living relatives with whom
the church would consult over re-internment. Death certificates of each individual buried in the graveyard were
obtained, and those of pre-1901 individuals made available
to the archaeologists. Further historical research was carried out as to where the individuals had lived in the area,
occupations, and family connections to others buried in
the graveyard.
Death certificates indicate that individuals were resident
either in the wider Mangere area, at Ihumatao (Westney,
Wallace, Rennie, Paul, Jones, Whitford, Cooper), or were
from Onehunga (Watkin, Harsant, Stewart, Beaver, Taylor,
Cumming). Why individuals or families from Onehunga
were buried at Westney Road is unknown as there was a
chapel at Onehunga from 1850 (Morley 1900), but the
graveyard there may not have been established until some
time later. There is also a Raglan connection associated
with the Harsants: several of Walter and Ann Harsant’s
children have Raglan identified as place of birth, or place
of residence, in the death certificates. The Watkin family
from Onehunga also had strong Methodist connections.
Nora Watkin’s father, William, was a Methodist minister and the son of a Methodist missionary from Tonga.
William Watkin and another daughter Ethel (Rishworth),
and her husband John Rishworth, are also buried at
Westney Graveyard. Henry Shillito died at Onehunga but
had been a storekeeper at Port Waikato.
Westney
Pre-1901
Sarah Westney (named on headstone as Sarah Nichols,
her maiden name), died 1871, aged 61. Wife, resident of
Ihumatao.
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Mary-Ann Westney, daughter of Sarah and William,
died 1877, aged 28. Farmer’s daughter, resident of
Ihumatao.
William Westney died 1900, aged 87. Farmer, resident
of Mangere. Associated with Allotment 60.
Post-1900
Jabez Westney, son of Sarah and William, died 1921,
aged 80. Farmer.
William Westney, son of Sarah and William, died 1923,
aged 76. Farmer, resident of Mangere.
Mary Jane Westney, wife of William, died 1920, aged
68.
Arthur Westney, son of William and Mary Jane, died
1979, aged 87.
Myrtle Westney, wife of Arthur Westney, died 1980,
aged 84.
Amelia Moore, mother of Myrtle Westney, died 1927,
aged 65.
Harsant
Pre-1901
Walter Harsant, died 1897, aged 86. Medical doctor,
resident of Onehunga.
Ann Eliza Harsant, wife of Walter Harsant, died 1900,
aged 89. Widow, resident of Onehunga.
Lucy Mitchell, daughter of Walter and Ann Harsant,
and wife of Thomas Mitchell, died 1892, aged 50.
Eliza Harsant, daughter of William and Ann Harsant,
died 1893, aged 44. Resident of Onehunga.
Post-1900
Kate Bates, daughter of William and Ann and wife
of Samuel Bates, died 1939, aged 89. Widow, resident of
Onehunga.
Thomas Mitchell, husband of Lucy Mitchell, died 1910,
aged 80.
Whitford
Pre-1901
Mary Whitford, wife of James Whitford, died 1896,
aged 60. Mary Whitford was also resident locally prior
to her marriage to James Whitford. Her father Mungo
Douglas purchased Allotment 65 from Edward Cooper in
1854.
Elizabeth Whitford, ?sister-in-law of James Whitford,
died 1885, aged 48. Resident of Newton.
Post-1900
James Whitford, husband of Mary Whitford and
Emma Jane Whitford, died 1925, aged 84. Farmer, resident
of Mangere. Farmed Allotment 61.
Emma Jane Whitford, wife of James Whitford, died
1959, aged 97. Emma Jane (nee Gibson) was baptized in the
Westney Methodist Church in 1862. Her parents farmed
Allotment 66 on the south side of Ihumatao Road.
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Cummings/Griffiths
Pre-1901
Edward Cummings, died 1893, aged 2. Son of Sarah
and John Cummings.
Mary Griffiths, died 1894, aged 62.
Post-1900
Sarah (nee Griffiths) Cummings, died 1920, aged 53.
John Griffiths, died 1915, aged 69. Farmer of Mangere.
Discrepancies in the records
Sarah Westney is identified on the headstone as Sarah
Nichols. Her death certificate is under Sarah Westney,
and familial name of Nichols is not mentioned under section of parents (no details) or marital details (no details).
Similarly Isabella Watson is identified on the headstone by
her maiden name. She was married to Robert Stewart and
is identified as Stewart in the death certificate. Continuing
use of maiden name after marriage is a common feature
of women from Scotland, the Channel Islands and parts
of Europe (Vivienne Parker pers. comm.). However death
certificates in New Zealand are issued in their married
names. According to her death certificate Isabella Watson
was Scottish. No information is available on Sarah Nichols
(Westney). She married William Westney in Sheffield in
1839 but place of birth is not recorded on the marriage or
death certificates.
Differences have also been found in the recorded date
of death. It is assumed that the death certificates are correct, and that dates on headstones can be incorrect due to
misspellings or misinterpretation of information supplied
to the stonemason but independent information such as
newspaper death notices provide verification of dates.
William Westney’s headstone states he died 1901 but the
death certificate and newspaper notice of his death says he
died in 1900. There are also discrepancies in dates also for
Mary Pascoe, who died in 1903 according to the headstone
but 1905 on the death certificate; and Elizabeth Whitford
who died in 1883 on the headstone but 1885 on the death
certificate. In each case the newspaper death notice supports the date on the death certificate. Henry Shillito’s name
is probably misspelt in the death certificate as Shillato. The
headstone is spelt Shillito, as is the funeral notice in the
New Zealand Herald (monthly summary 10/10/1887: 12)
and the entry in the 1867 Electoral Roll for the electorate
of Raglan – Port Waikato.
There are few children present in the graveyard (Figure
16). Only two year old Edward Cummings is known in
the pre-1900 deaths, along with three, possibly four, children in the unknown burials. Overall, only four of the 65
known burials in the graveyard were children under 10.
Of the unknowns, the small size of two coffins indicates
that they held babies. Although registering of deaths was
compulsory from 1848, the death of a stillborn baby was
not required to be recorded until 1913 (Peter Nash pers.
Simon Best and Louise Furey, CFG Heritage Ltd.

comm.). This may account for a lack of traceable records
for very small children or babies within a named family
group.
There is no information on age distribution curves
from graveyards against which to compare Figure 16, and
the similarity to age at death of the general population is
also not known.
The numbers of individuals buried at the Westney
Cemetery is relatively small, and apart from a gap of 15
years from the mid-1960s to 1980, the deaths are generally regularly spaced (Figure 17). Notable major disasters
such as the 1918 influenza epidemic are not apparent in
the number of deaths at this cemetery, but it is possible
that any victims from the area were transported elsewhere
and buried in unmarked graves in a common area such
as happened at Waikumete Cemetery. The high number
of deaths in the 1920–24 bracket is not attributable to any
disease. Death certificates indicate the majority of the
deaths in this period were due to illnesses associated with
old age or accidental deaths. The absence of entries from
1960 to 1980 may be attributable to the changing demography of the area. The settlement of Watea, situated where
Auckland International Airport now stands, was removed
to make way for the airport. Prior to this, especially in the
1950s, the Westney Road church had a large number of
parishioners, ran three rooms of Sunday school classes and
built a Centennial Sunday School Hall which was opened
in 1956 (Mangere Historical Society 2005: 57–59). The
Sunday school was closed in 1967 and the hall relocated in
1967 due to the dwindling number of parishioners.
Conclusion
Westney Cemetery appears to be the first in the Auckland
area to be wholly excavated. The number of burials uplifted
however pales into insignificance beside the Symonds Street
cemetery excavations, carried out in 1967 to make way for
the motorway. Over 4,100 burials were removed from about
1600 plots, and the remains cremated and reburied in mass
graves for each denomination (Verran n.d.). Records of the
cemetery were misleading, with a Ministry of Works official quoted as saying “We have names on lists for which we
cannot find graves, and graves which we cannot identify”
(New Zealand Herald 1967).
Individual exhumations are carried out in Auckland’s
main cemeteries where Maori, buried there in the past, are
repatriated back to their ancestral lands. In 1989 10 individuals were exhumed from within Mt Eden prison, and
the Maori among them returned to their iwi for reburial.
In 1969, at St Marks Anglican Church in Remuera
the 300–400 headstones in the cemetery surrounding
the church were removed, and the area put into lawn and
shrubs. A number of headstones were retained and set up
on the south-west boundary (Reid 1982: 56). The graves are
now invisible on the surface.
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Further afield in Wellington, part of the Bolton Street
Cemetery shared the same fate as that in Symonds Street
in 1969–70, and for the same reason, that it obstructed a
proposed motorway. The initial estimate of burials in the
affected area, in 1965, had been 700 or so, based on the
number of headstones: this was revised to over 2000 a
few months later, with multiple family burials taken into
account. When the dust had settled 3693 had been found,
including 1037 unknowns (Alington 1978: 171). All were
reburied in a mass grave, and the headstones replanted in a
location on the edge of the graveyard. Archaeologists were
not involved in identifying or recording the exhumations
at either Bolton Street or Symonds Street.
Westney Cemetery lies at the other end of the scale
from all these, a very small single-denomimation burial
ground with a mere 70 or so burials. There were no records
kept here, and at least seven unidentified pre-1900 burials
were encountered, of which three, and probably four, were
children.
The archaeological involvement in the excavations,
minimal as it was, has produced some interesting results
which should be considered preliminary until there are
further dated examples of handles for comparison. A
typology for coffin handles has shown some fairly detailed
changes through time, both in shape and decoration, and
an attempt has been made to use this to identify relationships between known and unknown or unidentified burials. The archaeology, as so often happens, has provided
detail which is either not available from other sources, or
is extremely elusive and not held in New Zealand.
In hindsight the archaeological project was hampered
by being restricted to the pre-1900 burials, removing the
context into which these were set, and lessening the value
of the information recovered, since early trends in burial
practices could not be compared with those of later interments. The cemetery was a discrete feature, and should
have been treated as such. This in fact was recommended
in the initial archaeological assessment (Foster 2005:
9). Operating against this is the general feeling against
archaeologists being involved in historic burials, even in
countries such as England, with a longer history of archaeology and a more enlightened public attitude towards it.
There the feeling is reported that “to examine the graves of
individuals who can be demonstrated to have living relatives is unseemly, even indecent” (Reeve and Adams 1993:
77). Instances of a similar stance have been noted towards
the Westney project: before the excavation, during it, and
in the compilation of this report.
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Appendix I
Westney Methodist Graveyard, Ihumatao Road, Mangere, Headstone Details
ID

Name

Date on
Inscription
death
certificate

13

BEAVER, Charlotte
BEAVER, James

1893
1923

14

BEAVER, Mary

1951

17

BOWERS, Harry
BOWERS, Clara

1944
1959

8

COOPER, Jane

1862

7

1959

30

COPSEY, Celia (nee
Paul)
CUMMING, Edward

19

CUMMING, Sarah

1920

20

FORD, Rachel
FORD, Daniel

1953
1957

31

GRIFFITHS, Mary

1894

10

HARSANT, Eliza
BATES, Kate

1893
1939

22

1893

Comment

In Loving Memory of Charlotte Beaver, the
devoted and affectionate wife of James Beaver,
who fell asleep in Jesus, on August 21st 1893,
aged 60 years. ‘Blessed are the Dead, which
die in the Lord’.
Also James dearly beloved husband of
Charlotte Beaver, died 13th August 1923, in
his 90th year.
In Loving Memory of Mary Elizabeth Loved Death certificate under
youngest daughter of James and Charlotte
Elizabeth Mary Beaver
Beaver, died 13th September 1951
In Loving Memry of Harry Bowers, beloved
husband of Clara, died May 15th 1944 aged 68.
‘Resting’.
Also Clara Bowers beloved wife of Harry, died
14th December 1959 aged 79. ‘Reunited’.
Memory of Jane, beloved wife of Edward
Cooper, who died July 27th 1862, aged 63
years. ‘Through faith, she had strong hope in
Christ’.
None
No headstone
In loving memory of Edward R. the beloved
son of John and Sarah MacNicol Cumming,
died 30th July 1893 aged 2 years.
In Loving Memory of Sarah, the beloved wife
of John M Cumming, died 4th December
1920, aged 53 years.
Rachel 1854–1953
Daniel 1874–1957
Ford
In loving memory of Mary Griffiths, the
Death certificate of John
beloved wife of John Griffiths who died
Griffiths died 19 August 1915
December 22nd 1894, aged 62 years.
says he also buried in
Wesleyan Cemetery Mangere
In Loving Remembrance of Eliza Dearly
beloved daughter of Dr Walter and Ann Eliza
Harsant of Onehunga Who died 21st March
1893 – Aged 44 years “Not lost but gone
before” Also her dearest sister Kate Bates
Who died 27th April 1939 – In her 90th year
Dearly beloved wife of Samuel John Bates
And youngest daughter of her very
affectionate parents, the late Dr and Mrs
Harsant.
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ID

Name

9

HARSANT, Walter
1897
HARSANT, Ann Eliza 1900

15

JONES, John
JONES, Agnes

1922
1935

23

JONES, William

1908

38

LAMBIE, Ethel

1996

38

LAMBIE, Hugh

1980

11

MITCHELL, Lucy
MITCHELL, Thomas

1892
1910

1

MOORE, Amelia

1927

29

PASCOE, Richard
PASCOE, Mary

1892
1905

PAUL, Agnes
PAUL, Agnes
PAUL, Walter

1944
1946
1951

PAUL, Julie
PAUL, Margery

1993
1911

7

Date on
Inscription
death
certificate

PAUL, Walter Morten 1979
PAUL, Isla

Simon Best and Louise Furey, CFG Heritage Ltd.

Comment

In loving memory of Walter Harsant M.R.S.C.
died 1 November 1897 aged 86 years having
lived happily with his wife for over 61 years.
Also his dearly beloved wife Ann Eliza
Harsant who died at Onehunga 9 September
1900 aged 89 years 6 months
In Loving Memory of John Leopold Jones who
departed this life on the 15th May 1922. Aged
73 years. Also Agnes Sussanah his beloved wife
who passed peacefully away on 29th June 1935,
aged 75 years.
‘In the Rest and Peace of the Homeland’ In
fond memory of William S. Jones died Jan 12th
1908 aged 63 years.
Ethel May Lambie Died 28.10.1996 Aged 91
Cremated, but has headstone
years
In Loving Memory of Hugh Drummond
Lambie Dearly loved husband of Ethel May
Loved Father of John Died 27th August 1980
Aged 75 years.
In Living Remembrance of Lucy, the beloved
wife of Thomas Mitchell, of Raglan, 3rd eldest
daughter of Dr and Ann Eliza Harsant of
Onehunga born September 27th 1841, died
August 4th 1892. Also her beloved husband
Thomas Mitchell, who died at Raglan, 23rd
November 1910, aged 84 years
In Loving Memory of Amelia Widow of Joseph
William Moore Died 9th March 1927. Aged 65
years. Also their son, Claude William, died in
England, on active service 7th Feb. 1918.
In loving remembrance of Richard, the
beloved husband of Mary Pascoe, who died
July 16th 1892, aged 73 years.
Also his beloved wife Mary who died July 31st Death certificate for Mary
1903, aged 82 years. ‘For me to live in Christ, Pascoe says died 31 July 1905
to die is gain’.
None
No headstone
In fondest memory of Agnes, loved wife of
Walter Paul died 24th May 1946 ‘In thy
presence is fullest joy’.
Also her beloved husband, Walter Neilson
Paul, died 30th September 1951 aged 84 years
None
No headstone
Sacred to the Memory of Margery Peace Paul,
born Nov 17th 1910, died March 24th 1911,
aged 4 months. ‘Jesus who callest the little
ones to Thee, to Thee I come’.
None
No headstone
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ID

Name

Date on
Inscription
death
certificate

Comment

PAUL, Renee

1991

4

PAUL, Roger
RENNIE, Hugh
RENNIE, Agnes

1952
1907
1928

Same plot as Agnes Paul and
Walter Paul
No headstone

6

RENNIE, Jessie Ruth

1921

34

RISHWORTH, John
RISHWORTH, Ethel

1947
1949

28

ROBERTS, Georgina

1948

26

SHILLITO, Henry

1887

3

TAYLOR, Arthur

1921

3

TAYLOR, Emma

1978

16

WALLACE, James
WALLACE, Janet

1895
1900

27

WALLACE, William

1890

32

WATKIN, Nora

1896

33

WATKIN, William

1909

35

WATSON, Isabella

1896

24

In loving memory of Renee Paul, born 1900,
died 1991
None
In loving memory of Andrew Rennie, who
died 13th Nov 1907, aged 63 years.
Also Agnes his beloved wife, who died 20th
June, 1928, aged 80 years. ‘Forever with the
Lord.’
In loving memory of Nan, beloved daughter
of W. and J. Rennie, died 18th April 1921,
aged 2½ years.
In loving memory of John Norman Richworth,
died 4th March 1947, aged 70 years and his
wife Ethel Eunice died 18th July 1949, aged 76
years.
In loving memory of Georgina Emeline
Roberts Died 1st August, 1948.
In memory of, Henry Shillito, of Port
Waikato, who died at Onehunga on Sunday
18th September 1887, aged 59 years.
In fond remembrance of Arthur, dearly loved
husband of Emma Taylor. Died December 3rd
1921. ‘Earth changes, but thy soul and God
stands sure’.
Also Emma Marion Taylor Died 19th January
1978 aged 94 years
In Loving Remembrance of James Wallace,
died 25th September 1895 aged 71 years. ‘It
was the Lord’s pleasure, His time and way are
best. He was wasted, worn and weary, and
His Father gave him rest’.
Also Janet his beloved wife, who entered
into rest, 11th January 1900, aged 71 years.
Sacred to the memory of William Wallace,
who died on the 4th day of July 1890, aged
24 years.
Nora May 16 1896 (daughter of Rev W.J.
Watkin)
In memory of William Jackson Watkin. For 50
years a Wesleyan Minister. Born at Lifuka,
Haapai, Tonga, January 3rd 1833 Died at
Onehunga, September 28th 1909, aged 76
years ‘Redeemed’.
In loving memory, Isabella Watson, beloved
wife of Robert Stewart, who died at Onehunga,
7th November 1896, aged 67 years. ‘Blessed
are the dead, which die in the Lord: they shall
rest from their labours.’

Death certificate spelled
Shillato

Death certificate in name of
Isabella Stewart
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ID

Name

Date on
Inscription
death
certificate

18

WATSON, John
WATSON, Mary

1928

36
37

WESTNEY, Arthur
WESTNEY, Myrtle

1979
1980

12

WESTNEY, Jabez

1921

2

WESTNEY, William 1923
WESTNEY, Mary Jane 1920

21

WESTNEY, William 1900
NICHOLS, Sarah
1871
WESTNEY, Mary-Ann 1877

24

WHITFORD, Elizabeth 1885

22

WHITFORD, Emma

1959

25

WHITFORD, Mary

1896

WHITFORD, James

1925
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In Loving Remembrance of John, Dearly
beloved husband of Mary Pearce Watson, born
Bowling Glasgow, 3rd March 1846, died
Remuera Auckland 10th July 1918 ‘Thy will be
done’.
In Loving remembrance of Mary Pearce, dearly
beloved wife of John Watson, born London,
Canada, 9th June 1848. Died Remuera
Auckland 28th January 1928. ‘Peace, perfect
peace’.
In loving memory of Arthur William Westney,
died 3rd January 1979 aged 87. His beloved
wife, Myrtle Emily May, died 1st August 1980
aged 84. ‘Forever with the Lord’
In Loving Memory, of Jabez Westney, beloved
Father of Walter and Nellie Westney, died
November 18th 1921, aged 80 years. ‘At Rest’.
In Loving memory of, William Westney, who
passed away, September 8, 1923, aged 76 years.
A Christian gentleman.
Also his beloved wife, Mary Jane, who passed
away November 24th 1920 aged 68 years. ‘No
pains, no griefs, no anxious fears, can reach
our loved ones, sleeping here.’
In Loving Memory of William Westney Died Death certificate says 1900
Dec. 15th 1901 – Aged 87 years Also his
beloved wife Sarah Nichols Died Nov. 10th
1871 – Aged 59 years Also their daughter
Mary-Ann Died June 9th 1877 – Aged 27
years. I am the Resurrection and the Life
In memory of Elizabeth Whitford, died
Death certificate says 1885
November 19th 1883, aged 69 years ‘Home at
last, the labour done, safe and blest, the
victory won’. ‘Jordan passed, from pain set
free, Angels now have welcomed thee’.
In loving memory of Emma Jane Whitford
Loving wife of the late James Whitford Died
15th July 1959, aged 97 years.
In loving remembrance of Mary, the beloved
wife of James Whitford, died 12th March
1896, aged 60 years.
No headstone
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Appendix II
Plates: headstones from the Westney Road denominational graveyard

Plate 1. Jane Cooper 1862.

Plate 2. Hugh Drummond Lambie 1980.

Plate 3. William Westney 1901, Sarah Nichols 1871, MaryAnn
Westney 1877.

Plate 4. William Westney 1901, Sarah Nichols 1871, MaryAnn
Westney 1877.
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Plate 6. Emma Jane Whitford 1959.

Plate 5. Emma Jane Whitford 1959.

Plate 7. Elizabeth Whitford 1983.

Simon Best and Louise Furey, CFG Heritage Ltd.

Plate 8. Elizabeth Whitford 1983.
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Plate 9. Mary Whitford 1896.

Plate 10. Henry Shilito 1887.

Plate 11. Henry Shilito 1897.
28
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Plate 12. William Wallace 1890.

Plate 13. Georgina Emeline Roberts 1948.

Plate 14. Georgina Emeline Roberts 1948.

Simon Best and Louise Furey, CFG Heritage Ltd.
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Plate 15. Richard Pascoe 1892, Mary Pascoe 1903.

Plate 16. Mary Griffiths 1894.

Plate 17. Mary Griffiths 1894.
30
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Plate 18. Nora Watkin 1896, William Jackson Watkin 1909.

Plate 19. Nora Watkin 1896.

Plate 20. William Jackson Watkin 1909.
Simon Best and Louise Furey, CFG Heritage Ltd.
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Plate 21. Isabella Watson 1896.

Plate 22. John Rishworth 1947, Ethel Rishworth 1949.

Plate 23. John Rishworth 1947, Ethel Rishworth 1949.
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Plate 24. Harsant family graves.

Plate 25. Walter Harsant 1897, Anna Eliza Harsant 1900.

Plate 26. Eliza Harsant 1893, Kate Bates 1939.
Simon Best and Louise Furey, CFG Heritage Ltd.
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Plate 27 Lucy Mitchell 1892, Thomas Mitchell
1910.

Plate 28. Jabez Westney 1921.

Plate 29 James Wallace 1895, Janet Wallace
1900.
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Plate 30. Beaver family plot.

Plate 32. Charlotte Beaver 1893, James Beaver
1923.

Simon Best and Louise Furey, CFG Heritage Ltd.

Plate 32. Mary Elizabeth Beaver 1951.

Plate 33. Charlotte Beaver 1893, James Beaver
1923.
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Plate 34. Jones family plot.

Plate 35. John Leopold Jones 1922, Agnes Sussanah Jones,
1935.

Plate 36. William S. Jones 1908.
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Plate 38. Harry Bowers 1944, Clara Bowers 1959.

Plate 37. Harry Bowers 1944, Clara Bowers
1959.

Plate 39. John Watson 1918, Mary Pearce
Watson 1928.

Simon Best and Louise Furey, CFG Heritage Ltd.

Plate 40. John Watson 1918, Mary Pearce
Watson 1928.
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Plate 41. Sarah Conway 1920.

Plate 42. Sarah Conway 1920.

Plate 43. Rachel Ford 1953, Daniel Ford 1957.

Plate 44. Rachel Ford 1953, Daniel Ford 1957.
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Plate 46. Arthur William Westney 1979, Myrtle Emily May
Moore 1980.

Plate 45. Amelia Moore 1927, Claude William
Moore.

Plate 47. William Westney 1923, Mary Jane Westney 1920.

Simon Best and Louise Furey, CFG Heritage Ltd.

Plate 48. William Westney 1923, Mary Jane
Westney 1920.
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Plate 49. Arthur Taylor 1921, Emma Marion
Taylor 1978.

Plate 50. Andrew Rennie 1907, Agnes Rennie
1928.

Plate 51. Margery Pearce Paul 1911.

Plate 22. Margery Pearce Paul 1911.
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Plate 53. Nan Rennie 1921.

Plate 55. Agnes Paul 1946, Walter Neilson
Paul 1951, Renee Paul 1991.

Simon Best and Louise Furey, CFG Heritage Ltd.

Plate 54. Nan Rennie 1921.

Plate 56. Agnes Paul 1946, Walter Neilson Paul 1951, Renee
Paul 1991.
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Appendix III
Plates: coffin handles from the Westeny Road denominational graveyard, in chronological order

Plate 57. Type 2a, Jane Cooper. Scale = 50 mm.

Plate 58. Type 2b, Sarah Nichols. Scale = 50 mm.

Plate 59. Type 2b, MaryAnn Westney. Scale = 50 mm.

Plate 60. Type 1a–1, Elizabeth Whitford. Scale = 50 mm.
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Plate 61. Type 2c, Henry Shillito. Scale = 50 mm.

Plate 62. Type 1a–2, William Wallace. Scale = 50 mm.

Plate 63. Type 1a–1, Lucy Mitchell. Scale = 50 mm.

Plate 64. Type 2c, Richard Pascoe? Scale = 50 mm.

Simon Best and Louise Furey, CFG Heritage Ltd.
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Plate 65. Type 1c, Charlotte Beaver. Scale = 50 mm.

Plate 66. Type 1c, Emily Harsant. Scale = 50 mm.

Plate 67. Type 1e, Edward Cumming. Scale = 50 mm.

Plate 68. Type 1b–1, Mary Griffiths. Scale = 50 mm.
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Plate 69. Type 1b–1, James Wallace. Scale = 50 mm.
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Plate 70. Type 1b–2, Isabella Watson. Scale = 50 mm.
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